QHN New Platform

Enhancements and
Upgrades Queue
The new Quality Health Network platform has many features that allow Users more
ﬂexibility and options in their usage of the system. However the reﬁnement of the system
to meet our Users work-ﬂow needs is an ongoing process. This process requires the
support of our Users to give us input, feedback and their valuable time to help us test
and improve new functionality.
Below is a list of the 27 enhancements and upgrades that are currently in the work
queue. This list is dynamic with new enhancement requests continually being evaluated.
We are currently on release 2.4.14.1

Item

Description

Organizational Results

Add the ability for an organization to view all their
results
Create a way to share documents
Added the Share button when displaying an
to another clinician via a secured
encounter or result. Uses QHN Direct mail to
methodology
send securely.
Allow users to upload documents
Created the Patient Document tab
Provide role based access to payors
Payor Portal implemented
Allow for delivery process to be built
QHN has access to build and maintain the
locally
processes needed to deliver to disparate EHRs
Display Lab Director information on results Need to be able to identify the lab and the lab
director

Allow for users to reset their own password

Users can reset their password through email

Targeted Release and/or
Tentative Release Date
Completed

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

Allow for the secure transfer of results to those Created process to Secure File Transfer (SFTP) to
practices without an EHR
those practices

Completed

Receive CCD from a Hospital system and
deliver it

For those hospital system that can send a CCD to
QHN it can then be delivered securely via email to
recipients

Completed

Single Sign On

For those customers that have the ability to provide for Completed St. Mary’s RMC and one
a secure call to QHN from within their EHR or hospital additional customer
system, allow for single sign on

IndiGO graphs

Created IndiGO graphs linkage in QHN results

Allow for the ability to import old Optum
encounter documents

Created a process to import those old documents into Completed
the system
Completed
Add the ability for a user to enter a subject and
description to an email access via the Share
functionality

Allow for subject and description on Shared
emails
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Item

Description

Share and Send To Me functionality

Only send/deliver the most recent result or encounter
when using this functionality

Targeted Release and/or
Tentative Release Date
2.4.17, December, 2014 for QHN Test
Environment

2.4.17, December, 2014 for QHN Test
Create a way to deliver an encounter or result When displaying an encounter or results be able to
to an EHR
send it to the user’s EHR as an HL7 msg. Send To Environment
Me functionality created.
Distinguish between like named providers

In Share and Send To Me provider drop down 2.4.17, December, 2014 for QHN Test
lists need to be able to distinguish between like named Environment
providers, add Address and NPI (if available).

Cumulative View

Create a lab results cumulative view

Built and being tested, tentative availability
December, 2014

Internet Explorer "Cancel" button

The “Cancel” button on the Share and Send To
Me functionality does not work

In process

Provider lookup

Change Provider lookup in Share and Send To
Me to only include active Providers

2.4.17, December, 2014 for QHN Test
Environment

Fax header and shading

Header is to large causing extra pages to be printed. 2.4.17, December, 2014 for QHN Test
Shading cause a problem when re-faxing to a recipient Environment

Providers On Order display

Need referring, consulting and PCP to display in this
box

Display source from where data came from

Ability to hover over a demographic item and see what In the Mirth development team queue to be
source it came from
evaluated

Allow user to select which results to Share or
Send To Me

Create a way for the user to identify which encounters In the Mirth development team queue to be
and results they want sent/delivered to them (more
evaluated
than one at a time)

Break out Pathology results

Create a category for Pathology results to be
displayed separately from other lab results

Identify which results have been reviewed

Create a visual queue to indicate to the user they
have already reviewed a results in My results

Identify result type

Change PDF header

In the Mirth development team queue to be
evaluated

In the Mirth development team queue to be
evaluated

In the Mirth development team queue to be
evaluated
In My Results and Organization Results In the Mirth development team queue to be
add a column indicating what type of result it is (RAD, evaluated
LAB, TRN, ADT)
Change the PDF download function to include a
patient header on each page.

QHN Support:

Visit: QualityHealthNetwork.org, click on Customer Support request
Email: support@QualityHealthNetwork.org | Phone: 970.248.0033

Ofﬁce Hours: Mon- Fri: 7:30 am- 5:00pm

2.4.17, December, 2014 for QHN Test
Environment

